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4.. RESEARCH METHOD , SURVEY AND DATA 

4.11 Introductio n 

Thiss study investigates the criteria employers use when choosing between lower skilled 

job-seekerss who currently do not hold a job. This means we want to disclose the relative 

importancee employers attach to specific characteristics of applicants. As was noted in 

chapterr 1, in an analysis of observed selection behavior of employers, it will be hard to 

distinguishh between systematic and erratic selection variables; did the candidate lack 

specificc work experience or was her hairdo not fancy enough (or maybe too fancy)?. 

Furthermore,, actual labor supply will be influenced by self-selection processes; it wil l be 

hardd to study the chances of ethnic minority workers for vacancies that attract only few 

orr no applicants with an ethnic background. For these reasons, the method of conjoint 

analysiss will be used, which is quite common in market research. As we will see in this 

chapter,, the conjoint method does not have the problems mentioned and can be used to 

studyy selection behavior of employers. 

AA conjoint study draws heavily on the choice of characteristics to be included in the 

analysis.. In order not to let our own prejudices dominate the selection of these variables, 

bureauu Inter/View arranged a series of informal discussions and pilot interviews with 

employerss and personnel officers, prior to the actual survey. An extensive account of 

thesee preliminary sessions can be found in Inter/View (1989). 

Thiss chapter describes the method of data collection (section 4.2) and discusses different 

methodss of analysis (section 4.3). Section 4.4 recapitulates the preliminary sessions. The 

preliminaryy studies were used to design the questionnaire of which section 4.5 gives a 

brieff  outline; an unabridged translation of the questionnaire can be found in appendix D. 

Sectionn 4.6 closes this chapter with a description of the respondents in the actual survey. 
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4.22 Conjoint methods of measuring 

Marketingg researchers use the conjoint method to find out which product characteristics 

determinee consumer preferences. "Do consumers prefer a certain detergent because of its 

finee perfume, because of its friendliness to the environment or because it is cheap? And 

howw do changes in these variables affect the buyer's preference?" are typical questions 

forr a conjoint study. 

Conjointt measurement, however, not only involves a typical type of research questions, 

butt also a rather specific method to obtain the answers to these questions. In its most 

elementaryy form conjoint analysis entails a set of product descriptions which are 

presentedd to potential consumers. The profiles describe different products by means of a 

limitedd number of characteristics. The respondents in such a survey are asked to rank 

thesee profiles according to their preferences. From the rank ordering of profiles we may 

thenn trace the relative importance of the characteristics involved. 

Inn order to describe the conjoint method we will first look at some definitions. A profile 

iss composed of attributes. Attributes describe the various types of characteristics on the 

profiles.. Each attribute is subdivided into a set of attribute levels. For example: a profile 

mayy describe a person by means of the attributes 'gender' and 'age'. The attribute 

'gender'' has only two possible levels: 'male' and 'female'. The attribute age, may be 

subdividedd in any suitable number of levels (varying from 'young' and 'old' to '15', 

'16',...,'655 years of age'). If we choose 'young' and 'old' as attribute levels for age, we 

mayy construct the four possible persons of example 4.1. 

Examplee 4.1 Possible profiles in a limited design 

attribut e e 

GENDER R 
AGE E 

i i 

male e 
young g 

2 2 

male e 
old d 

profil e e 

3 3 

female e 
young g 

4 4 

female e 
old d 
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Conjoint-analysiss is widely used in research for consumer products. Green and 

Srinivasann (1978) trace the origin of conjoint measurement to Luce and Tukey (1964). In 

recentt years the use of conjoint analysis has seen rapid growth, primarily due to the 

developmentt of specialized software packages. Wittink, Vriens and Burhenne (1992), for 

instance,, estimate that about 1000 commercial conjoint-analysis projects have taken place 

inn Europe between '86 and '91. Wittink and Cattin (1989) estimate an average number 

off  400 commercial applications a year in the United States in the mid-eighties. 

Thee same method of data collection is used in some psychological and sociological 

studies.. There it is also known as the vignette-approach (see e.g. Alexander and Becker 

(1978))) or as the factorial survey approach (see e.g. Rossi and Nock (1982)). A main 

areaa of application is the study of justice of the income distribution on which subject 

Jassoo and Rossi (1977) and Alves and Rossi (1978) were main contributions in the U.S. 

InIn The Netherlands Hermkens (1983) and Boerman (1992) are applications of factorial 

surveyss on the same subject. 

Forr the underlying study we need profile descriptions of potential applicants. As we will 

seee in section 4.4, applicants for a job can be characterized in a meaningful way by a 

limitedd set of attributes. By presenting profile descriptions to employers, we will not 

encounterr the two problems regarding observations of 'real' applications mentioned 

above.. First, the applicants are described only in terms of attributes on profiles, 

consequentlyy there is no 'noise'; unlike real applicants, profiles do not have a running 

nosee nor bad breath; erratic variables that may influence the employers' decisions and go 

unnoticedd to the researcher. Second, the use of profiles of possible candidates for a job 

enabless the researcher to create any labor supply of interest. So, there will be no self-

selectionn problem. 

Ann application of the conjoint method in a study similar to this one may be found in 

Oosterhuiss and Glebbeek (1988). They use vignettes in an investigation of personnel 

selection,, with a focus on the importance of race and sex of applicants as selection 

criteria.. Their results, indicating that sex and race indeed are of importance, need a note 

off  caution because of limited variation in the profile variables and the limited analysis of 

thee data (through partial correlations only). Jacobs et al. (1990) employ profile 

descriptionss in a study of personnel selection by one type of employer: the municipal 
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policee forces in the Netherlands, for one type of job: policeman/-woman. Although this 

studyy seems to be well designed, no distinctive results were generated: "the marks (as 

givenn by selection officers) are not influenced by the personal characteristics of the 

applicants".. This shortage may result from the fact that all potential applicants met the 

formall  requirements for enrolling in police work. 

'Full-profile''Full-profile'  versus 'self-explicative' questioning 

Itt is also possible to ask employers directly which criteria they use in personnel 

selection.. Such so-called 'self-explicative' questioning is also used in market research, 

primarilyy because it enables the researcher to get significant results with fewer 

respondents.. As we will see in section 4.5, this study employs both the self-explicative 

andd the full-profile (described above) method. This extensive method of questioning was 

chosenn because there was no way to predict which method would generate the best 

information.. In this study, three self-explicative questions were asked after presenting the 

respondentss a listing of the characteristics used in the profile descriptions. Respondents 

weree asked which applicant-characteristics they would consider "unacceptable" and 

whichh they would "prefer" for the vacancy in their firm. Subsequently, they were asked 

too order the characteristics according to the "importance" they would attach to each of 

themm in the selection-process. It turned out that these questions tended to generate all the 

rightt answers from a social point of view (see chapter 5). Another problem with self-

explicativee questioning concerns the value the researcher has to attach to the answers of 

thee respondents (see e.g. Green, Krieger and Bansal (1988) and Van Beek and Van Praag 

(1992)).. For these reasons, the analysis of employer preferences will concentrate on 

orderingg and acceptation of complete profiles since these reveal the latent true 

preferencess or at least come much closer to revealed preference than explicit questions 

do. . 

However,, the combined questioning also seems to have some advantage. If respondents 

'know'' the profile descriptions better, they will be able to evaluate them on a more 

soundd basis. The self-explicative questions, that precede the ranking of full-profiles, may 

improvee this knowledge. Answering the self-explicative questions prompts the 

respondentss to examine all attributes and attribute levels prior to the evaluation of full 

profiles.. If the number of attributes and attribute levels is large and the profiles thus are 

moree complex the study-effect of self-explicative questioning seems to be of more 

importance. . 
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4.33 Analyzing conjoint data 

Thee literature on the subject shows a great variety in methods of analyzing sets of 

orderedd profiles. Generally, it is assumed that respondents rank profiles according to 

somee unobserved quality index y, which is a function of profile and respondent 

characteristics.. If we refer to the independent variables as a vector x of suitable 

dimension,, then analyzing a preference ranking comes down to estimating a vector jS in: 

Roughlyy speaking the estimation methods for (i in (4.1) may be divided in two groups, 

accordingg to the measurement scale of the dependent variable v (Green and Srinivasan 

(1978)).. If we suppose y to be measured at a metric level (e.g. if respondents give 

numericall  scores to all profiles on a bounded interval), it is possible to use a linear 

regressionn model on the preference rankings. Although scientifically incorrect (the 

dependentt variable in a regression model should be unbounded) linear regression is 

widelyy used and seems to give satisfactory results (see e.g. Wittink et al. (1992)). Within 

thee group of linear regression models, much variety is sought in the way the independent 

variabless are constructed. Independent variables are either the profile-variables or 

answerss to explicit questions or a combination of the two (see Akaah and Korgaonkar 

(1983)) for a comparison of the predictive value of different possibilities) 9. 

Recentlyy a 'modified' regression method seems to have become popular among 

marketingg researchers which is known as Adaptive Conjoint Analysis (ACA). The main 

differencee with ordinary conjoint methods is that, through the use of specialized 

software,, the set of profiles offered two by two to respondents adapts, during the 

process,, to the preferences the respondents reveal. Although ACA in many ways 

resembless a 'black box', empirically (in terms of predictive validity) it seems to 

outperformm ordinary conjoint methods (see Huber et al. (1991); they also note that this 

mayy be the result of the charm of ACA-software; better concentration of the respondents 

leadss to better answers). 

Althoughh this does not seem to be very popular among market researchers, it is possible to 
extendd the linear regression model by adding characteristics of respondents to equation (4.1). 
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Thee second line of analysis of conjoint data treats the dependent variable y as not being 

measuredd at a metric, but at ordinal level. The idea behind this type of analysis is that 

respondentss are indeed capable of ranking profiles, but that they are not capable of 

statingg unambiguously how much they prefer one profile over the other. Non-metric 

dependentt variables demand the use of techniques as logit or probit. The logit model and 

itss offspring is most easy to handle. 

Supposee each respondent compares Mprofiles x}n,..., xMn. Under the usual 

assumptions,, the logit-probability that alternative j is ranked higher thany+7, j+2,...,M 

(deletingg the obvious subscript ri)  equals (see e.g. Maddala (1983)): 

FFJJ(X(XJJ *« ;W= -7T-7 («) 

Thee set of profiles offered to the respondents was numbered 1,..,M. So, the ordered set 

theyy returned can be regarded as a permutation r of the profile numbers. The probability 

off  observing a specific ranking r = rl,..., rM of profiles may then be described by the 

rankk ordered logit model, first developed by Begg, Cardell and Hausman (1981) (see 

alsoo Hausman and Ruud (1987)): 

M-l M-l 

n n Pr(r;x,0)Pr(r;x,0) - ] J Fm (x^.x,^,..., % , - 0) (4.3) ) 

InIn words, it is the product of the chance that r{ ranks higher than r2,..., rM and the 

chancee that r2 ranks higher than r3,..., rM and so on. 

Followingg Hausman and Ruud, there is a fair chance that respondents will concentrate 

betterr on high ranking alternatives than on those with low priority. Therefore, we 

introducee heteroscedasticity using scaling parameters a1, a2,..., aM_} . 

AA second point where correction may be needed, regards the order of presentation of the 

profiles.. The profiles were offered to the respondents as a deck of cards, numbered 

1,..,M,1,..,M, in that order. Although the characteristics of the profiles are uncorrelated with the 
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orderr of presentation of the profiles, the initial ordering may have an effect on the 

outcomee of the experiment. This effect may be corrected for by incorporating the initial 

orderr as an explanatory factor in the model. As it is very unlikely that the 

heteroscedasticity-effectt of the order of appearance equals the effect for the other 

variables,, the order-of-appearance-variable r is accompanied by its own set of 

heteroscedasticityy parameters r ; , T2>-, TM_J . 

Thee previous considerations lead to the following likelihood for the rank order rj,.., rM: 

M-lM-l  e(
am^xrm

 + r
myrm) 

L(0,y,a,T;r,x)L(0,y,a,T;r,x) = JJ - _ (4.4) 
m=1m=1 £ e(<Jm^Xri+7mir ' l) 

Thee parameter vector 0 gives the effects, while am reflects the attention paid to the mth 

rankingg profile. The parameters y and rm stand for the supply-order effect in sorting the 

profilee preferred mth and supplied at rm . Both the vector a and T have to be 

standardized,, in order for (4.1) to be estimable. In practice this means that we pick one 

elementt of each. Estimation of (4.4) is facilitated, if we set the biggest parameters in a 

andd T equal to one. In this study, with M = 18, this means that we take Oj = T7 = 1. 

Noticee that if all elements of 0 would be zero and all elements of T would equal one and 

yy is negative, then the most probable preference ordering would equal the order of 

supply. . 

Summarizingg we may state that the conjoint method seems to be a feasible method in 

analyzingg employee selection by employers. Equation (4.4) presents us with a framework 

forr the analysis of conjoint-data on employers' preferences. We will now turn to the 

designn of the survey. 

4.44 Preliminary studies 

Thee preliminary studies, on which this section reports, are of a qualitative nature. We 

cann partition the preliminary studies in three phases. Phase 1 consisted of a group 

conversation.. Four potential respondents discussed methods of recruitment and selection 
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off  personnel for low skilled jobs. They also looked at the possibility to simulate 

personnell  selection by means of conjoint measurement. In phase 2, five respondents were 

involvedd in so-called single interviews. The interviews were based on an early version of 

thee profile descriptions. Their prime aim was to gather suggestions for improvement of 

thee questionnaire and to search for strategies that would mimic real personnel selection 

ass close as possible. Phase 3 was a pilot-survey with ten respondents. The pilot was 

meantt to test the questionnaire on possible pitfalls 10. 

4.4.11 Phase 1: Group conversation 

Fourr respondents took part in this discussion. The small number of discussants indicates 

thatt the importance of this meeting rests merely in the formation of hypotheses. 

Thee participants started out by discussing the application procedures they use within their 

firmss for hiring lower skilled workers. Three out of four use a more or less fixed routine. 

Theyy consult the regarding divisional head and subsequently formulate a set of 

requirements:: educational level, work experience and professional skill. These elements 

togetherr make up a possible vacancy announcement. Often, though, they work more 

pragmaticallyy and use more general standards, such as: "Does someone fit in" or "You 

gotgot to have faith that someone is able to learn the trick and has a good character. We 

willwill  fit them for the job". 'This practical approach seems to be of more importance to the 

participantss than are the educational background or technical skills of an applicant'. 

'Fillingg vacancies in the construction sector seems to be of a slightly different nature. 

Mostly,, construction workers are hired group-wise. Firms often do not even know names 

off  those employed nor do they care about qualifications': "I  just hire a truckload of 

carpenterscarpenters from anywhere for a job. If they satisfy, I try to keep them. Are they useless, 

theythey can leave after the job'\ 'is a quote that seems to characterize the construction 

worldd rather well.' 

Thee sections 4.4.1 through 4.4.3 are based on Inter/View (1989). Passages which are a direct 
translationn of Inter/View (1989) are marked by single quotes '...', citations from respondents are 
markedd in double quotes ".." and are printed in italics. 
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Asidee from advertisements, discussants also name notice boards as sources of 

recruitment.. 'This channel often leads family, friends and acquaintances of employees 

towardss vacancies.' Besides, '(..) it appears that temporary employment agencies have 

gainedd popularity in recent years. Applicants "with something fishy about them" (like 

longg term unemployed in a branch with low unemployment), are first sent to a temp 

agencyy in order to get the applicant on probation for the first couple of months.' The 

discussantss are not interested in the Public Employment Service as a source of 

recruitment. . 

Thee discussants point out that there are serious differences between the written and oral 

partss of personnel selection: the most important decisions are taken during interviews. 

Nevertheless,, for both the written and oral parts of personnel selection, the participants 

referr equally often to their own "experience", "nose" and " Fingerspitzengefii'hi" as 

importantt tools to select applicants. Furthermore they remark that comparing candidates 

iss foremost a question of "teamwork*. "To judge a candidate on your own may be tricky 

asas it is very hard to rule out your own prejudices". 

'Whenn the discussion leader explicitly asks for factors as skin color and long term 

unemploymentt (..), the respondents comment that these certainly do play a role. "Let's 

callcall a spade a spade: that counts, of course", illustrates this feeling. The participants 

vieww these characteristics as "labels" of which (..) they say: "Of course you attach 

certaincertain values to them". However, they also emphasize that they treat these labels with 

caution'. . 

Wagee costs do not seem to matter very much to the respondents in the group 

conversation.. These are prescribed in collective agreements, anyway. Wage cost 

subsidiess may provide opportunities for cutting wage costs in individual cases, but: 'the 

respectivee firms do not seem to regard wage cost subsidies as very advantageous. To the 

contrary,, apart from financial gain, the participants expect primarily negative effects 

fromfrom these arrangements.' They point in particular at: 
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"Subsidies"Subsidies are a temporary matter. You have to ask yourself what the long run 

gainsgains are". 

"It"It  stigmatizes the person involved. The new one may be labelled as someone with a 

boughtbought off past". 

"Employing"Employing a worker who really has a lower productivity, may have a negative 

impactimpact on motivation and working pace of the other employees; they get a wrong 

example". example". 

"Companies"Companies have to work with a standardized salary-system. Incidental subsidies 

shouldshould never determine the size and quality of your work force. The work itself has 

toto determine the wage consequences". 

"There"There are undoubtedly firms that need such stimuli. For my firm this simply is 

irrelevant". irrelevant". 

'Summarizing,, the participants do not think these arrangements may lead to the creation 

off  new functions within their own firms'. 

Afterr this round, the discussion leader confronted the participants with a first attempt at 

simulatingg the selection of personnel by means of a set of profile descriptions of 

fictitiouss applicants. He asked the respondents to imagine a vacancy which was designed 

beforehand.. Next, he presented the respondents a set of four profiles describing possible 

applicantss to this vacancy and asked them to rank these according to preferability for the 

givenn vacancy. The profiles in this phase were put together previously on the basis of 

determinantss for labor market position found in the literature. Example 4.2 pictures one 

off  the profiles used 

Whenn discussing this simulation, the respondents at first remark that: "they could in fact 

picturepicture the candidates in some ways", '(..) but were unable to go any further into the 

selectionn process than would be possible on the basis of letters of application'. "In order 

toto say something about the hiring probabilities of these people, you need to talk to them 

first.first. There is flesh and blood behind the picture and you want to see that before it is 

possiblepossible to say anything really meaningful." 

Inn the preliminary sessions and in the eventual fieldwork the term 'ethnic background' was 
avoided.. It was replaced by the more neutral term 'origin' (in Dutch: 'afkomst', which may also 
bee translated as '(Dutch, Turk, Moroccan, etc. by) extraction'). 
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Examplee 4.2 Profile used in the group conversation 

GENDER R 
AGE E 
ORIGI N N 
FAMIL YY SITUATIO N 
LEVELL  OF EDUCATIO N 
WORKK  EXPERIENCE 
CURRENTT STATUS 
SALARY Y 

AVAILABILIT Y Y 
HEALT H H 

female e 
36 6 
Holland d 
singlee parent of two children 
juniorr  secondary general education 
experiencee in similar  work 
unemployedd for  more than one year 
minimumm wage, subsidized (employer  does not have to pay 
sociall  security premiums + block subsidy of ƒ 15,000) 
full-time ,, irregular  hours are not a problem 
healthy y 

However,, when discussing the profile descriptions more deeply, it appears that the 

respondentss are very well capable to justify their preferences. Moreover, it appears they 

picturee very real persons, when deliberating on the profiles. Hereby they mostly refer to 

priorr experiences with persons of more or less similar characteristics. 

Afterr this round in the conversation, the discussion leader asks the respondents to 

commentt on the survey-method: the construction of the vacancy and the design of the 

profiles.. The most important critique regards the lacking of "personal interests" in the 

profilee descriptions. 'Respondents have the impression that information on things like 

hobby's,, leisure and possible social activities may complete the picture of candidates.' 

Subsequentlyy the participants review all the attributes and attribute levels and make 

suggestionss for improvement. 

Al ll  in all, the group conversation left a favorable impression with regard to the 

possibilitiess of simulating personnel selection by means of profile descriptions. With 

somee minor adjustments, the profiles really seem to come to life once respondents can 

relatee them to prior experiences. One way of approaching reality more closely is to have 

respondentss defining their own vacancies; preferably a real vacancy within their own 

firm.firm. This approach was followed in the single interviews which are dealt with in the 

nextt subsection. 
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4.4.22 Phase 2: Single interviews 

Elaboratingg on the experiences of the group conversation, five respondents took part in 

soo called 'single interviews'. 'Single interview' is the name bureau Inter/View attached 

too a structured conversation with the aim of further testing the survey method and 

gatheringg suggestions for improvement. In the single interviews respondents gave insight 

inn the methods and criteria they use when recruiting and selecting personnel. Thereafter 

theyy evaluated a set of profiles on preferability for a low skilled vacancy within their 

firm. . 

Thee methods of recruitment differ across the five firms involved. Channels of 

recruitmentt mentioned by the respondents range from current employees, notice boards 

andd advertisements to temp agencies and the Public Employment Service. Furthermore it 

appearss that some respondents do get an ample supply of qualified applicants, while 

otherss do not attract enough qualified candidates to their vacancies. The former are thus 

inn a position to actually select, whereas the latter are not. Vacancies which are hard to 

fulfil ll  typically ask for technical skills. Apart from this, the respondents work 'much 

moree often than before (..) with temporary contracts and/or appointments through a temp 

agency.'' This behavior finds its cause in a decreased supply of qualified labor. The 

respondentss first want to know more about applicants. "It's such a gambling house, you 

mustmust use those contracts", and "procedures for firing someone are such a nuisance and 

taketake so much time, you don't want to have anything to do with that", are further reasons 

forr the increasing use of temporary contracts by the respondents. 

'Whenn asked for the criteria they use in personnel selection, spontaneous answers are: 

doess the candidate fit in the team/firm 

workk record 

levell  of education 

age e 

gender r 

enthusiasm m 

character r 
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Negativee qualities generally classify under the heading "long term unemployment". Some 

respondentss also mention ethnicity as a reason for skepticism. None of the respondents 

spontaneouslyy mentions wage costs or salary as an important item in personnel 

selection'. . 

Inn presenting the profile descriptions of applicants, the poll-takers used a method which 

wouldd also be used in the eventual field work. First, they asked the respondents to sketch 

aa job opening within their firm. This vacancy was preferably open at the time of the 

interview.. If there was no such job-opening present, they asked respondents to describe a 

recentlyy fulfilled vacancy or otherwise to describe a vacancy that could occur within the 

firmm of the respondent. The vacancy had to involve low skilled work. After this, the poll-

takerss presented the respondents a set of profiles using both 'self-explicative' and 'full-

profile**  questions (see also section 4.2). 

1)) The poll-taker shows the attribute levels, one attribute at a time, with the question: 

"whatt level(s) do you rate as unacceptable and what level do you prefer when 

fillin gg your vacancy?" 

2)2) The poll-taker shows a list of all attributes and asks: "which attribute do you rate as 

mostt important, which the second most important, etcetera, when fillin g your 

vacancy?" " 

3)) The poll-taker hands over a set of 18 profiles and asks to rank these according to 

preferabilityy for the vacancy concerned. 

4)4) Finally, the poll-taker asks the respondent to state which profiles in the rank 

orderedd set are acceptable for fillin g the vacancy. 

AA profile which was used in this phase of the study, is shown in example 4.3. 

Examplee 4.3 Profile used in the 'single-interviews' 

GENDERR female 
AGEE 18 
ORIGI NN Morocco 
FAMIL YY SITUATIO N living together, no children, not a breadwinner 
LEVELL  OF EDUCATIO N junior  secondary vocational education 
COMMAN DD OF DUTCH LANGUAG E good 
SALARYY new minimum wage which is 30% below the current 

minimum m 
WORKK  EXPERIENCE none 
CURRENTT STATUS unemployed for  three months 
AVAILABILIT YY full-time , office hours only 
HEALT HH crippled 
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WageWage costs 

Thee most important remarks made by the respondents during the single interviews 

regardedd the wage cost variable. Table 4.1 shows the different attribute levels for salary 

whichh were used in this phase of the study. 

Tablee 4.1 Attribute levels for 'salary' in the single-interviews 

minimumm wage +10% (gross) 
minimumm wage 
minimumm wage, may be subsidized (no employer paid premiums) 
minimumm wage, may be subsidized (no employer paid premiums) plus a block subsidy of ƒ 15,000 
neww minimum wage which is 20 % below the current minimum 
neww minimum wage which is 30 % below the current minimum 
neww minimum wage which is 50 % below the current minimum 

First,, the attribute levels in table 4.1 appeared not to relate very well to the reality of 

eachh respondent. In the preceding section we saw that respondents were better able to 

picturee situations which are close to their own reality. Therefore, we let respondents 

describee a job opening that is current, has occurred or could occur within their own firm. 

Butt respondents who describe vacancies, attach some wage to that vacancy, which is not 

necessarilyy in tune with the wages on the presented profiles. As was noted in section 

2.3.1,, firms and branches in Holland mostly have fixed wage structures, often put down 

inn collective agreements. An absolute amount of money on a profile - in this case the 

termm minimum wage - has to fit  in this structure somehow in order to be realistic. 

Furthermore,, to respondents the term 'minimum wage' appeared not to be unambiguous. 

Itt was meant to mean 'legal minimum wage', but some respondents interpreted the term 

ass 'lowest wage level in their collective agreement'. Collective agreements at average 

havee their bottom line 10% above the legal minimum wage. 

Forr these two reasons the absolute amounts on the profiles would be replaced by relative 

amounts;; 'ƒ 300 less per month' 12. Respondents can relate an amount like this to the 

'usuall  wage level for such a vacancy' which they state in an earlier stage of the 

interview.. A worker in this section of the market causes a typical total wage cost 

(includingg employers' social security contributions) of  ƒ 2500 to ƒ 3500 per month. 

122 ƒ 1 * $ .5 
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Second,, it appeared that respondents not always reacted purely on the costs of a worker. 

Often,, they also incorporated certain unwanted supply effects in their evaluation of 

profiles.. Three out of the five respondents in the single interviews thought all the 

presentedd wage levels to be way too low to attract any applicant at all for their vacancy. 

"For"For  that amount of money I can't get anybody" and "I  do not let anybody work for me 

atat such a low wage", were typical reactions in this regard. The other two respondents, on 

thee contrary, did think the presented wage levels to be of relevance to their situation. 

Fromm the evaluations of profiles it is not possible to detect whether respondents reject an 

applicantt because the wage costs are too high (demand reaction) or because they think 

thee employee will not get paid enough (assumed supply effect). The focus on employer 

preferencess implies that we are only interested in the first type of reactions. So we do 

nott want to give respondents the impression that they should weigh the fairness of (net) 

wagee levels when they evaluate profiles of applicants. 

Inn order to achieve this goal, the wage costs on the profiles would be defined in terms of 

employerr paid social security premiums, which do not affect net wages. Together with 

thee first modification, described above, this means that wage costs would now be 

presentedd in terms of changes in employer paid social security premiums. 

Third,, respondents were very well able to choose between applicants with different wage 

costt levels. However, whether a general cut in wage costs would improve the chances of 

peoplee with low employment probabilities is a question that remains unanswered in this 

setting.. In order to answer this question, too, different types of changes in employer paid 

sociall  security premiums were incorporated in the profiles. Some profiles were equipped 

withh an individual wage cost subsidy, while others were provided with a general 

reductionn in employer paid premiums. This method of questioning thus assumes 

respondentss to incorporate the effects of a general reduction in the wage level in then-

profilee evaluations. Thereby, respondents may include things like the financial means of 

theirr own firm, but also possible competitive advantages or disadvantages that may result 

fromm such a general reduction. This method of questioning surely is demanding for the 

respondents,, it is tested in the pilot-survey. 
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OtherOther modifications 

Inn the single interviews the attribute 'health' was subdivided in seven levels which were 

quitee explicit; e.g. 'light asthma', 'bad eyes', 'crippled', etcetera. In the interviews it 

appearedd that any of these handicaps itself was reason enough to reject a candidate. 

Seriouss evaluations of other profile characteristics thus became endangered, as 'health' 

appearedd to outweigh all the other factors. The attribute levels for 'health' were for this 

reasonn reduced to 'healthy' and 'slightly increased probability of sick leave'. 

Moreover,, the suggestion of one of the respondents to include an attribute 'travelling 

time'' in the profile descriptions was followed. 

Somee suggestions of respondents to include variables were not rewarded: 

hobby'ss and other leisure activities 

livingg environment 

(yett to be fulfilled) military draft 

expensee allowances and travelling costs 

Thesee applicant variables were not included in the profiles because the choice of 

attributee levels would be arbitrary and the analysis of respondent preferences would be 

ambiguous.. Beside these 'refusals' there were some attribute levels which had to be 

deletedd from the design because they would lead to unrealistic profiles in combination 

withh other attribute levels. An example concerns profiles of very young job-seekers; 15-

yearr old people who are married and have two children are scarce. 

4.4.33 Phase 3: Pilot survey 

Thee preliminary studies were completed by a pilot survey comprising ten respondents. 

Thee pilot was used to test the questionnaire which resulted after the two phases before 

thiss one. Also, as in the eventual survey, the poll-takers interviewed the respondents 

usingg a portable computer. They read questions from screen and typed answers into the 

computer.. A number of questions makes use of certain built-in checks; for example, if a 

questionn asks for a number, the computer checks if the answer really is a number, 

etcetera.. This method of interviewing yields a consistent data set of high quality and 

enabless the researcher to use relatively long questionnaires with personal routes through 
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thee questionnaire for individual respondents. Some questions were accompanied by 

showcards;; for example, to present the profiles to the respondents. 

Thee pilot-survey resulted in numerous technical improvements to the questionnaire, but 

hadd no effect on the main line of the questionnaire. 

4.55 The questionnaire 

Ass we saw in the preceding sections, the heart of the survey consisted of the evaluation 

off  profiles describing job-seekers without a job. Apart from the rank ordered profiles, 

though,, a vast amount of background information on the respondents is gathered, too. 

Thiss section will summarize the main elements of the survey. First we will look at table 

4.22 which presents a full list of all the profile variables. 

Inn the actual survey different profiles were constructed by varying attribute levels. Based 

onn the list of 62 attribute levels distributed over 12 attributes as presented in table 4.2 a 

totall  number of 94,058,496 different profiles can be put together. Respondents will be 

unablee to evaluate so many profiles, so we have to make a selection. A feasible number 

off  profiles is bounded from above and below. Too many profiles leads to unreliable data, 

whereass too few profiles per respondent leads to insufficient information. A rule of 

thumbb in marketing research suggests to offer nine to twelve profiles to each respondent. 

Thee respondents in the underlying survey are supposed to be familiar with the evaluation 

off  many and mostly more complex profile descriptions; those presented to them through 

letterss of application and interviews. Therefore, it seemed possible to present these 

'professional'' respondents a higher number of profiles than is common in conjoint 

surveys;; in the actual fieldwork respondents were offered 18 profiles each. 

Too obtain as much information as possible from each respondent, the profiles have been 

constructedd by means of an orthogonal set algorithm (see Placket and Burman (1943-

1946)) and Green (1974)). Using this combinatorial technique, well-known in the field of 

experimentall  design, a set of orthogonal profiles is created, which in essence have 
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Tablee 4.2 Attributes and attribute levels for building profiles 

gender r 
male e 
female e 

age e 
188 years 
233 years 
288 years 
333 years 
388 years 
433 years 
488 years 
533 years 

origin n 

off  age 
off  age 
off  age 
off  age 
off  age 
off  age 
off  age 
off  age 

Netherlands s 
Turkey y 
Morocco o 
Surinam m 
Southern n 
Farr  east 

Europee (Italy , Greece, Spain) ) 

health h 
healthy y 
slightlyy increased probabilit y of sick leave 

availabilit y y 
full-time ,, work in shifts or  irregular  working hours 

noo problem 
full-time ,, during standard working hours only 
part-time,, work in shifts or  irregular  working hours 

noo problem 
part-time,, during standard working hours only 

currentt  status 
inn education 
unemployedd for  less than a month 
unemployedd for  3 months 
unemployedd for  6 months 
unemployedd for  1 year 
unemployedd for  more than 2 years 
moree than five years spent in own household 

workk experience 
none e 
experiencee in other  work 
experiencee in similar  work 

education n 
none e 
primar yy education 
juniorr  secondary general 
seniorr  secondary general 

(nott  completed) 
seniorr  secondary general (completed) 
apprenticee system 
juniorr  secondary technical, highest 

level l 
juniorr  secondary vocational 
seniorr  vocational 

wagee costs3 

specificc wage cost subsidy of ƒ 300 a month 
specificc wage cost subsidy of ƒ 600 a month 
generall  wage cost subsidy of ƒ 300 a month 
generall  wage cost subsidy of ƒ 600 a month 
stablee wage cost 
generall  wage cost increase of ƒ 300 a month 

familyy situation 
livin gg alone 
marriedd (living together), no children, not a 

breadwinner r 
marriedd (living together), two young children, not a 

breadwinner r 
marriedd (living together), no children, breadwinner 
marriedd (living together), two young children, 

breadwinner r 
singlee parent of two young children 

commandd of Dutch language 
good d 
adequate e 
limited d 

travellin gg time 
155 minutes 
300 minutes 
455 minutes 
11 hour 
11 hour  and 15 minutes 
onee hour  and a half 

Att  the time of the survey ƒ 1 equalled about $ .5; relevant wage costs range from ƒ 2500 to ƒ 3500 
aa month 
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minimall  correlation to each other . This set of 162 profiles was subdivided in 9 

subsetss of 18 profiles each. The subsets were offered as a deck of cards. Example 4.4 

picturess a profile that was used in the fieldwork. 

Examplee 4.4 Profile used in the survey 

GENDER R 
AGE E 
HEALT H H 
ORIGI N N 
EDUCATIO N N 
COMMAN DD OF LANGUAG E 
TRAVELLIN GG TIM E 
CURRENTT STATUS 
AVAILABILIT Y Y 
FAMIL YY SITUATIO N 
WORKK  EXPERIENCE 
WAGEE COSTS 

male e 
23 3 
healthy y 
Netherlands s 
juniorr  secondary technical 
limited d 
onee and a half hour 
unemployedd for  one year 
part-time,, work in shifts or  irregular  working hours no problem 
marriedd (livin g together), two young children, breadwinner 
none e 
specificc wage cost subsidy of ƒ 600 a month 

Noww that we have looked at the presentation of the profiles, the main elements of the 

surveyy are as follows: 

AA Questions about the firm; branch, turnover, profitability, manpower etcetera. 

BB Description of the vacancy; the poll-taker introduces the regarding questions by 

askingg about the recruitment of personnel. The vacancy is described in terms of 

'typee of job' (clerical, commercial etc.), 'required level of education' and 'standard 

wagee level'. 

CC Conjoint measurement; the poll-taker supplies the profiles and asks the questions as 

describedd in section 4.4.2 

DD Supplementing C, respondents are asked several questions on the employment 

effectss within their own firm of changes in the wage level at the lower end of the 

market. . 

EE Data on the respondents themselves; age, gender, level of education, years of 

experiencee in current job, etcetera. 

Usingg an orthogonal set of profiles, in principl e provides us with the possibility of presenting 
resultss in terms of median rank numbers. If, however, characteristics of respondents (which 
cannott  be assumed orthogonal!) also influence the observed preferences, the use of median rank 
numberss is not allowed. 
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4.66 Respondents and vacancies 

Thee fieldwork for this study took place between november 1989 and february 1990. The 

basiss sample was a draw of 758 establishments of commercial firms from the 

Select/Vieww database of Bureau Inter/View. This database forms a representative update 

off  all firms in Holland as registered with the Chambers of Commerce. As the bulk of 

Dutchh firms has only a few employees, a non-stratified sample would not have given 

reliablee information on the behavior of larger firms. Therefore, the latter category is 

oversampled. . 

Fromm the initial sample of 758 firms, 475 were willing to cooperate in the survey. 

Eventuallyy 312 of these 475 establishments actually participated in the survey. Table 4.3 

summarizess the reasons for non-response of the other 163 firms. 

Tablee 4.3 Specification of the non-response 

reasonn number 

cooperationn refused at second thought 41 
nott reached during fieldwork 9 
eventuallyy not used 69 
nott a suitable respondent 2 
otherr 42 

TOTALL 163 

i.e.. this establishment does not employ a person involved in selecting personnel. 

Inn spite of the oversampling of larger establishments, the amount of bigger firms in the 

samplee is rather limited, as can be seen from table 4.4. 11.2% of the establishments in 

thee sample employ over 50 employees, while only 3.8% sizes over 100. This implies that 

thee results of this study, as far as they are related to the size of the firm, do not apply to 

establishmentss with a work force of much more than 100 workers. Apart from a 

limitationn this also implies an advantage of this study: small establishments usually 

concentratee their employment decisions in one hand. Observations at small firms 

thereforee may give a more realistic picture of the trade-off between all the relevant 
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Tablee 4.4 Respondents by establishment size and type of economic activity 

establishmentt  type 

NUMBERR OF EMPLOYEES 
1-4 4 
5-9 9 
10-19 9 
20-49 9 
50-100 0 
>100 0 
unknown n 

TOTAL L 

SECTOR R 
agriculture e 
industry y 
construction n 
trade e 
transportt and communication 
banking,, insurances and 
commerciall  services 
otherr services 
unknown n 

TOTAL L 

establishments s 
inn survey 

number r 
22 2 

106 6 
79 9 
69 9 
23 3 
12 2 
1 1 

7.1 1 
34.0 0 
25.3 3 
22.1 1 

7.4 4 
3.8 8 
.3 3 

312 2 100 0 

2 2 
54 4 
87 7 

111 1 
10 0 

32 2 
5 5 

11 1 

.6 6 
17.3 3 
27.9 9 
35.6 6 
3.2 2 

10.3 3 
1.6 6 
4.2 2 

312 2 100 0 

population n 
off  firms" 

% % 
67.5 5 
13.8 8 
8.6 6 
6.2 2 
2.1 1 
1.9 9 

100 0 

6.4 4 
11.2 2 
10.1 1 
40.1 1 
4.4 4 

11.4 4 
16.4 4 

100 0 

Firmss in the Netherlands, excluding firms without employees; source: CBS (1989), Data for agricul-
turee (establishments): Chambers of Commerce (1990). N.B. The total population of establishments 
off  firms counts a larger number of small establishments than the population of firms does. 

characteristicss than observations at bigger establishments. The second part of table 4.4 

showss that the sample is roughly representative with respect to economic sectors. Apart 

fromm 'agriculture' and 'other services' all sectors are sufficiently represented in the 

sample.. This implies that results do apply to firms in all sectors except for the latter two. 

Otherr important characteristics of the firms involved, include the composition of their 

respectivee labor forces. Table 4.5 presents two key-statistics on this subject. The first 

partt of the table shows how many women the firms in the survey employ. The second 

partt of the table shows the employment of ethnic minorities in the firms involved. As the 

tablee shows, ethnic minorities are concentrated in only a small but sufficiently large part 
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Tablee 4.5 Composition of the work force of respondents 

percentagee of the workforc e 
(respondents s 

0 0 
0-10 0 
10-20 0 
20-30 0 
30-40 0 
40-50 0 
50-60 0 
60-70 0 
70-80 0 
80-90 0 
90-100 0 

TOTA L L 

inn survey) 
women n 

number r 

60 0 
63 3 
74 4 
29 9 
14 4 
28 8 
10 0 
16 6 
11 1 
4 4 
3 3 

312 2 

% % 

19.2 2 
20.2 2 
23.7 7 
9.3 3 
4.5 5 
9.0 0 
3.2 2 
5.1 1 
3.5 5 
1.3 3 
1.0 0 

100 0 

ethnicc minoritie s 
number r 

234 4 
46 6 
19 9 
5 5 
4 4 
1 1 
0 0 
0 0 
1 1 
2 2 
0 0 

312 2 

% % 

75.0 0 
14.7 7 
6.1 1 
1.6 6 
1.3 3 
.3 3 
.0 0 
.0 0 
.3 3 
.6 6 
.0 0 

100 0 

off  the sample. Whereas some firms employ a large share of women (11% of the 

respondentss in the survey has a more than 60% female work force), firms which employ 

aa large share of ethnic minorities are very scarce. 

Tablee 4.6 Respondents by position and involvement in personnel selection 

"Whatt is your position?" number 

generall  manager 195 
personnell  manager 30 
personnell  worker 7 
otherr (specify): 80 

owner,, partner, manager 22 
branchh manager, office manager 18 
financiall  manager, administrator, controller 14 
managementt assistant 13 
deputyy manager 5 
otherr 8 

TOTALL 312 

"Whatt is your involvement in personnel selection?" 

youu are fully independent in selecting personnel 139 
youu have a definite say in the choice of personnel 46 
youu choose in cooperation with others 115 
youu do not have much say in the selection of personnel 11 
otherwise,, no answer 1 

TOTALL 312 
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Thee positions of the respondents in their respective organizations are presented in table 

4.6.. 73% Of the respondents involved, actually lead their organization. Their actual 

decisionn power is characterized in the second part of table 4.6, which shows that only 

44%% indicates to be fully independent in hiring personnel. Apparently it is preferred to 

sharee such a decision, as was noted before in section 4.4.1. Summarizing we may say 

thatt nearly all respondents have a routine experience in personnel selection. 

Tablee 4.7 Educational requirements for and type of vacancy 

"I ss there a minimum level of education required for  this vacancy?"  number 

no,, none 106 
yes,, a few years of primary education 3 
yes,, primary education 30 
yes,, junior secondary vocational education 152 
yes,, junior secondary general education 9 
yes,, senior secondary vocational education 11 
yes,, senior secondary general education 1 

TOTALL 312 

"Howw would you classify the type of job"  number 

Commerciall  31 
Clericall  21 
Technicall  146 
Caringg 31 
Primarilyy physical 98 

Don'tt know 1 

TOTAL**  328 

Thee total exceeds the number of 312 respondents; some jobs have a mixed character 

InIn view of the specific policy oriented framework of this study we restricted ourselves to 

jobss that do not require a high level of education, as is shown in table 4.7. The vacancies 

too be filled vary across firms and are described by the respondents. This appeared to give 

thee most realistic situation for the respondents to evaluate profiles of possible job-

seekers.. The second part of table 4.7 shows the different types of vacancies involved. 

Thee respondents preferably described a real job opening at the firm. If there was no such 

jobb opening the respondent was asked to focus on a job opening in the recent past or to 

imaginee a lower skilled vacancy that could occur within their firm. 
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